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Hope College Anchor
LIX-10

Official Publication ol the Students oi Hope College at Holland, Michigan

DUTCH TREAT WEEK
Y.M.C.A. Lists
Coming Programs

Religious Emphasis Week
Schedules Daily Assemblies
Dr. Raymond Irwin Lindquist,
pastor of the Old First Church
(Presbyterian) at Orange, New
Jersey, will first speak to Hope
students and faculty on Monday,
February 24, the first day of Religious Emphasis Week. The daily
subjects have not been received as
yet. Devotions w 11 be given by the
YW and YM presidsnts, Marian
Dame and Dill Haak, and the girls'
gle? club will sing.
On Tuesday the Y vice-presidents, V.vian Dykema and Dill Dennett, will take part in the chapel
service, and Miss Cook will sing.
The secretaries, Alida Kloosterma.i and D II Hillegonds, will assist
Dr. Lindquist on Wednesday, February 2G, and the Men's Glee Club,
undc?i- the direction of Mr. Cavanaugh, will sing.
For Thursday's chapel exercise,
Mrs. W. Curtis Snow w.ll play an
organ solo, and the Y treasurers,
Ann Fikse and Warren Hietbrink,
will lead in devotions.
On Friday the chapel choir will
sing, and the Y mission chairmen,
Lois Van Wyk and Dob Schuller,
will also take part in the chapel
program.
During Religious Emphasis Week
there will be daily prayer meetings
held in the YM room at 5 P. M.
I'eisonal interviews with Dr. Lindquist may be arranged through Y
members.

Hopeites Enter
Oration Contest

Science Alumni
Starts $35,000
Equipment Drive
IIop3 College has an excellent
Science Duilding on its campus.
However, there's a need of equ p.Tient and library facilities for its
:cionce courses. A sum of $35,000
was s-^t as the minimum which is
l ? s i r e j to Le raised for this pur;)j3e. This sum is to be ra sed by
i drive a:.iong Hope's science
lumni.
The need for this equipment was
Jiscusscd at a meeting of fifty-two
doctors, d ntists, biologists, mathe.natic ans, physicists, and chemists,
ill Hope graduates, at a meeting
in Chicago last fall. They agreed
that good equ pment was as important, or more so, than the building
in which they are housed. However,
at the time of the erection of the
new building there were not sufficient funds for new equipment.
The Central Committee of the
Science Alumni Chapter has circulated letters to sc ence alumni requesting their aid in this drive.

City Groups Invite
Discussion Squads
Recently, numerous requests have
been made by various town groups
for students to discuss current
topics. On January 21, a trio of
Hope students conducted a program before the Century Club of
Holland.
They were invited by Mr. Cornelius Vander Meulen, chairman of
the Centennial Committee. William
Ver Hey, Roger Gunn, and Peggy
Prins discussed the place of the
young people in the future of the
city, and the possibilities of coordinating ' town" and "gown" activities.
Other activities are also scheduled. On February 20, four members of the debate squad will conduct a debate before the Rotary
Club, on the current debate question. Henry Shaw and Carl Koning
will present the negative view,
while Lambert and Albert Ponstein
will take the affirmative side.

Hope College will be represented
in the annual Peace Contest, which
will be held at Ypsilanti on February 19. The local representative
in the women's division will be
Miss Lorraine Van Farowe, who
won second place in the recent
Adelaide Contest. Her oration is
entitled, "Fingerprints of Democracy."
In the extemporaneous speaking
division. Miss Isla Vander Heuvel
will represent Hope. The male orator will be selected in a special
local contest on Monday, February
17, at 3:00 P. M. Orations will be
limited to 1400 words. Among
those eligible to participate are the
men who took part in the recent
Raven Contest.
This peace contest is a revival
of the contest which was held annually prior to the war. Much interest has been shown in the project, and the colleges have restored
the activity to its pre-war position.
Hope College has received a gift
The State Junior Chamber of Com- of 1,000 new hymnals through the
merce is offering prizes totaling generosity of several Hope gradu$100 for the state contest.
ates. Those who have contributed
the $1100 for books are: Titus W.
Hager, Grand Rapids; John Osterhaven. Grand Rapids; Dr. Matthew
Peelen, Kalamazoo; William 0.
Rottschafer, Grand Rapids; HowThe forthcoming city elections in ard R. Sluyter, Grand Rapids; WilHolland proves of major interest liam Van Dis, Kalamazoo; Dr.
to both faculty and student body Harold E. Veldman, Grand Rapof Hope College in that one of her ids; James M. Ver Meulen, Grand
senior students, Clarence Wagner, Rapids; Dr. Victor R. Ver Meulen,
is a candidate for the office of City Grand Rapids; Dr. John Ver MeuClerk. Mr. Wagner, a resident of len, Grand Rapids.
Holland, returned to Hope and HolImprinted on the cover will be
land a year ago from three years' the name Hope College. The Music
service in the Army, twenty-eight Committee of the college selected
months of which were spent in the the hymnal, a publication of the
European theater of operations.
Doard of Education of the Presbyterian
Church. Rev. M. Eugene
Immediately upon his discharge,
Osterhaven
was responsible for
he re-entered Hope to complete his
contacting
the
donors.
education and receive his degree in
the field of business and mathematics. Upon his graduation this Early H o p e Professor,
June, Mr. Wagner expects to set
up a permanent business in Hol- Dr. Samuel Mast, Dies
land.
Dr. Samuel Ottmar Mast, former
During his years at Hope, cam- professor of botany and biology at
pus affairs occupied a great deal Hope, died in Baltimore, Ohio on
of his time and he was always an February 3. He was 74 years of
advocate of an enlarged and age at the time of his death.
strengthened Business AdministraDr. Mast is known in the sciention department in Hope's curricu- tific world for his discovery in
lum. A member of the Emersonian 1938 of a tiny unicellar animal
he now serves as her president.
known as the chilmonas. This animal is remarkable for fat and
NOTICE !
starch production, which is being
Beginning last Monday the used in the fight against cancer.
Science Library, located on the secHope College, had Dr. Mast in
ond floor of the Science building, their faculty fr^m 1899 to 1908.
will be open the following hours: Since 1911 he ha^l been associated
Monday-Friday — 2nd and
with Johns Hopkins University
3rd periods.
where he conducted study in rooWednesday — 4:00-6:30.
logy.

The Y.M. has made arrangements to present several very outstanding speakers in the weekly
meetings of the coming semester.
Here are some brief sketches of
what is in store.
Dr. Cornelius Van Til, professor
of Apologetics at Westminster Theological Sem nary in Philadelphia,
was formerly a professor at Princeton. He is an honorary professor
at the University of Debrecen,
Hungary. Dr. Van T 1 has been
•alleJ one of the leading Christian
-hinkars of the time.
Mr. Ekdal Duys is a Grand Rapids business man and Christian
leader. Mr. Duys graduated from
Ilopa in 193 7. He was one of the
jolljge's outstanding campus leaders and athletes.
Dr. Wynand Wichers, former
president of Hope College, and now
v.ce president at Western Michigan, will return to Hope to renew
acquaintances and speak to the
young men of the campus.
M ss Marie Gezon is the Director
of The Christian Guidance Dureau
of Grand Rapids, and one of the
outstanding social wokers in the
state.
S. A. Partington is Superintendent of Schools of Wyoming Park,
Grand Rapids. Mr. Partington is
very well known as a speaker, and
contributes to the Y.M. schedule.
We will also have a Rabbi, sent
by the Jewish Chautauqua' society.
A representative from the National
Y.M. Society is another future
speaker.

Deputation Team
Makes Kalamazoo
Church Visitation
A YM-YW Deputation team conducted the young people's meeting
at Trinity Reformed Church, Kalamazoo, Feb. 2, Dud Van Eck led
the song service, and Trudy Maassen read scripture.
Phyllis Darrow, accompanied by
Harriet Muyskens, sang "Memory."
The opportunities of Christian
youth were brought out in a talk
by Don Lam.
The group was also in charge
of the evening service along with
D e I b e r t VanderHaar, Seminary
Senior, who preached. The team
was entertained at the home of
Rev. and Mrs. Tuesink.

Grads Donate
Debate Squad Adds
Chapel Hymnals
Final Polish for
State Contest

C. Wagner, Senior,
Is City Candidate

On February 15, the annual debate tournament of the Michigan
Intercollegiate Speech League will
be held at East Lansing. H o p e
College will send a delegation of
18 debaters to participate in this
event. The four affirmative teams
are: Luella Pyle and Joanne Decker; Lambert Ponstein and Arthur
Ponstein; Dennis Shoemaker and
William Jelema; Harvey Moes and
Nelson Stegeman.
The four negative teams are:
Jean Watson and Betty Timmer;
Robert Danhof and Peter Breen;
Henry Shaw, Carl Koning, and Leroy Koranda; Harold Grissen, Donald Vanden Berg, and Marvin De
Young.
Last year, Hope won a first-place
tie with Albion and Wayne for the
league championship. Dr. Schrier,
who is in charge of the local squad,
announces that only six of this
year's group are experienced in
college debate. Hence, much of the
current work consists of building
for the future.
Accompanying Dr. Schrier as
judges will be Mr. Wealey Dykatra
and Mr. Harland Steele, both instructors in the Speech department,
and Mr. James Boss, a student at
Western Theological Seminary.
Last week, the entire debate
squad participated in a series of
practice debates against Calvin
College. Intensive rehearsals are
being held all this week. Students
who plan to take part in the annual tournament for first-year debaters, to be held at East Lansing
on April 19, are welcome to these
rehearsals.
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FEB. 17-22

Student Council Schedules
'Hard Times' Party in Gym
Please, Pretty Please?
I f f f f f l l f
•Wl,7

Co-eds of Hope's campus will be
given their chance to entertain the
men during the annual Dutch Treat
Week of February 17-22. The event
is sponsored by the Student Council.
The Koffee Kletz will be open as
usual, offering ample opportunity
for between class and free hour
snacks. Tuesday evening after Y
is always a good time for a coke
date.
Friday night's game with Hillsdale will provide pleasant atmosphere for an inexpensive date when
the girls' billfolds become slim.
With the Dales trying to avenge
the r recent defeat, the game should
be good.
The big week will come to a
climax at a "Hard Time" square
Jance to be given by the Student
Council in the gymnasium on Saturday night, February 22. Girls
are urged to make this year's
Dutch Treat Week even more of a
success than that of last year. With
twice as many men, the girls will
have a lot to pick from.
D o r o t h y Contant and Phil
Meengs, Student Council representatives, are in charge of this activity. They have predicted a busy
time for the men of the campus.

€

Dr. Dykttra Accepts
Greek Profesiorthip
Dr. D. Ivan Dykstra, pastor of

Betty Eskite, Baltimore freshman, prefers the hard way the North P a t e r s o n Reformed
when it comes to making a date for Dutch Treat Week. The Church of Hawthorne, New Jersey,
man in question is Raymond Rabbe, freshman from Cin- has accepted a call to become Professor of Greek at Hope. He will
cinnati.

Twelve Graduate, I. R. Club Plans
Accept Positions
Meeting Tonight
Twelve members of the senior
class graduated at the end of the
past semester. These seniors are:
Ellene Dosland, Warren De Neve,
Detty Fuller, Marge Gysbers, Robert Hamm, Mrs. Evelyn Harmeling,
William Maclnnes, Ruth Probst,
Keith Soderberg, Arthur Timmer,
John Vander Drock, and Henry
Wierenga.
Ellene Dosland is teaching at
Howell, Michigan; our Hope College library staff has added Betty
Fuller to its members; Marge Gysbers is associated with the local
Bureau of Social Aid; Robert
Hamm is now enrolled at the University of Michigan; Mrs. Evelyn
Harmeling has joined the faculty
of the public school at Northbrook,
Illinois; T. Keppel and Sons of
Holland claim the employment of
John Vander Brock — he also says
he's in the chinchilla raising business; Art Timmer has taken up his
career as a banker in California;
and Henry Wierenga has taken
over his father's store in Grand
Haven, Michigan.

Holland Educator
To Address Feb. 17
Kappa Delta Meet
At the regular meeting of Kappa
Delta, scheduled for February 17,
Miss Geraldine Smies will speak.
Miss Smies is director of religious
education at Third R e f o r m e d
Church of this city.
Miss Smies had served in the
mission field in China before thje
war, and she will relate some of
her experiences. She also will tell
about the opportunities of a religious education worker.
Ann Fikse is in charge of the
program for the evening, and all
girls interested in Christian service
may attend.
On February 14, Peter B r e e n ,
Robert Danhof, Nelson Stegeman,
and Harvey Moes will journey to
Kalamazoo for a final pre-tournament practice.

The International Relations Club
will hold its regular meeting this
evening at 7:15 P. M. The club
has weathered the period when
Thanksgiving Day, the holidays and
basketball games interfered with
its schedule and for the remainder
of this semester students may plan
to keep the 2nd and 4th Thursday
evening open for IRC meetings.
Tonight's meeting will be a discussion meeting centered around
a term paper written by Duane
Vander Yacht. The paper, "Weighted Representation in the United
Nations," offers a possible solution
to the problems arising from the
present voting procedure in U.N.
It is suggested that the present
"One Nation, one vote" rule be replaced by a system in which member nations would have voting
strength in proportion to their real
power and influence in world affairs.
An outstanding feature of the
proposal is the greatly reduced
need for the veto power which
would result from its adoption. The
system would be based on such
measures of power as population,
literacy, and industrial and agricultural productivity. The paper
also stresses the importance of a
general transformation of U.N.
into a genuine world government
and the need to make any changes
by evolutionary processes rather
than to attempt a sudden and revolutionary change.
o

Band Director Issues
Call for M e m b e r s
Mr. John Swieringa, college band
director, has emphasized the need
for a larger turnout at band practices. On February 3 approximately 20 students attendeid rehearsal
in the basement of the chapel. Mr.
Swieringa stated that the enrollment in the college band should
reach at least forty members. If
there is any student who wishes to
join the band but lacks an instrument Mr. Swieringa said that every
possible effort will be made to provide equipment

assume his duties about the first
of March just a f t e r the first six
week period.
Dr. Dykstra is a graduate of
Northwestern Junior College of
Orange City, Iowa, and graduated
from Hope College with the class
of 1935. He received his Ph.D. degree from Yale University in 1945.
He was united in marriage in
1941 w.th Miss Kathryn Wisse of
Lodi, New Jersey, and they are
the parents of two sons, Brian and
Dairell. Dr. Dykstra is a son of
Rev. and Mrs. B. D. Dykstra of
Orange City, Iowa.
Dr. Dykstra will replace Dr. John
R. Mulder, Dr. Lester Kuiper, and
Dr. Richard Oudersluys of the seminary who have been teaching the
Greek classes. Dr. Dykstra is also
an oustanding scholar in philosophy
and will probably assist Dr. Walter
Van Saun as that department increases. The position of head of
the Greek Department has been
vacant ever since the late Dr.
Thomas Welmers retired in 1945.

Critic Teachers
Are Assigned
Secondary Education students
were recently assigned critic teachers in Holland Public Schools. Prof.
Garret Vanden Borgh, head of Education department of Hope College,
explained that each student must
spend 2 hours a day or 180 hours
a semester observing and teaching
at the high school.
Michigan Education laws require
at least 30 hours of actual teaching,
while New York students must
teach at least 60 hours. Practice
teaching is supplemented by a 2hour problems course taught by
Prof. Vanden Borgh.
The following assignments were
made: History or civics, Ray Huiienga, Mr. Buchanan, Preston Stegenga, Miss Blekkink; Russell De
Vette and Paul Van Dort, Mr. Damson; Arthur Anderson, Mr. Hanson; D o n a l d S c h r i m e r , Mr.
Mackay; Charles Davidson, Mr.
Weiss; Betty Timmer, Mrs. Wagner; Biology, Dorothy Dorsh, Miss
Rogers; English, John Buursma,
Miss Shackson; mathematics, Clarence Boerman, Miss Shoup; John
Van Oeveren, Miss McClellan; Robert Strabbing, Miss Nelson.
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Pucka Patter
J. Byrnes made Time's "Man of
the Year" for 1946; what's chances
for having a Hope "Man of the
Y e a r ? " Hope College is one of the
few places where a man can be
someone and still not act the part.
Some nine years ago they had a
"Most Popular Man" poll. The
same man, Bob Powers, was " i t "
two years running, and then, because he graduated possibly, they
dropped the practice. People about
campus are having their say about
"school spirit" whatever that may
be, and we feel this is one of the
little things that would help.
The "Get the lovers out of Dark
Alleys and Under a Roof" campaign has been dormant the past
week pending Prexy's return from
a fishing trip! He has conveyed
the following information to us:
We can proceed under the following conditions . . . that the Koffee
Kletz not be removed, at least not
for the present, and that no walls
be removed, else we'll end-up SadSamsons! No more "ideas" have
come-in, but several students have
volunteered their services. The following is a list of the committees
we shall need, with individuals who
have already offered their services:
Photographic Art — Ade Bos,
Prof. Geerlings.
Art and Cartooning — Jack
Pontier.
Carpenter — John MacDonald.
Publicity — Bobbie Bilkert.
Sewing — Kay Steketee ("Slick
Slip Covers by Steketee"), Bea
Lockwood.
E l e c t r i c i a n s — Ken Vanderbroek.
Painters — ? ? ?
Linoleum and Floor Coverings —
Harold DesAutels.
Designing — Neil Cocker.
Business Manager — (Purchas-

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor:

Weekly,— Bi-weekly; What Is It?

I was gratified to note that one
of your editorials in the last issue

ing agent).
Research — Yours truly.
Ade Bos has shown us his collection of Campus Scenes mounted
in nine by twelve borders. We
know you'll agree they're beautiful! Jack Pontier will be in charge
of the cartooning tentatively
scheduled for the hall walls. Ken
Vanderbroek was an Electrician's
Mate in the Navy. We need more
With Holland the center of one
men with such experience. The
of M i c h i g a n ' s greatest s n o w
same goes for carpenters . . . men
storms in some seventeen years,
who can saw straight! Along with
Hope's University, in that same
this, we need someone who can
dear olde towne, is as deeply enwork-out plans for booths and simgrossed in another storm — that
ilar furniture. Harold DesAutels
of just who dates who on the
has volunteered to supervise the
campus.
laying of floor coverings. Neil
Last Friday night found the
Cocker has spent a good bit of his
Frosh and Soph girls taking the
time helping his dad design and
Junior and Senior femmes to an
furnish rooms in private homes.
all-girl masquerade at the gym.
Miss Meyer has given the "English
Rumor has it that Mary Efither
Room" her approval and gave a
Van Loo and her date went dressnoteworthy suggestion that we do
ed in boards — two board people
a bit of research on this, which we
that is. Actually though, it was
shall do! We have not contacted
fun. Now this past week has found
the Fraternities and Sororities as
every available male carefully
yet, but shall do so. Sometime
filling in his dainty little date book
within the next two weeks, a quesin preparation for the coming festionnaire will be published for
tivities of "Dutch Treat Week.' :
every student to fill-out. As soon
They say one of the young men
as this task is completed, we
has so miraculously maneuvered a?
should be able to go ahead with
to allow each of his many feminine
plans. Please give this your sinadmirers exactly 21 >4 minutes —
cere consideration, fill everything
not counting lunch and dinner.
out and scratch the gray matter
Equal rights for all, sez he, in the
for ideas. Boxes will be provided
truly democratic spirit. My, what
for depositing the questionnaires.
an admirable character.
We reiterate: this is a STUDENT
A word of advice to you engaged
project; let's put it over with a
girls.
This is an excellent time to
"Bang"
suggest to the object of your
Enough for now. As Pat Letz
affections that perhaps we should
said to Pres Stegenga as she
begin to save some money. Enemerged from her drawing room:
gaged couples reminds us that the
"You poor boy, . . . have you been
Sibley-Sibley-Brunstetter triangle
sitting-up all this t i m e ? ? ! "
has been enlarged to include Van
So Long, Old Shoes,
Ry. That makes a square, doesn't
Bix it.

^SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSi

IK u a i r

Many students have commented on various phases of
0 X
of the Anchor brought attention to
campus activities. One of the suggestions which we feel the way in which the examinations
demands our attention is one calling for a weekly edition were handled last semester. It is ssssssssesssssssssssssss
of the Anchor. There are advantages and disadvantages on my opinion and, I believe, the
Well, all good things must come
each side, and before reaching any conclusion both should opinion of the majority of the stu- to an end, and so Ruth Probst has
be carefully considered.
dents that the examination sched- left these immortal halls.
Taking the credit side of the ledger first, the campus is
large enough to support a weekly. Some 25 years ago when
the campus was much smaller than it is now, the Anchor
was a weekly. This continued until the 1930's when the
Anchor became a bi-weekly and even a monthly. Although
the Anchor is now regular in that it is published every two
weeks, there is usually some doubt as to whether it is this
week or next. If students and faculty could depend on a
weekly paper, they could arrange to use it as a means of
publicizing and announcing plans which otherwise would
be held up too long if the issue date were two weeks hence.
In connection with the idea that the college is not as small
as it formerly was, a college newspaper is an absolute necessity. It is now impossible for everybody to know all the
important things that go on. Therefore a weekly paper is
necessary to acquaint the faculty as well as the student body
with campus activities.
With more frequent editions, there would be a better
chance of bringing news while it is news instead of being a
week, two weeks, and even three weeks old. This is especially
true in feature columns where names and incidents become
passe almost overnight. This same argument holds true in
sports articles. Many students have to depend on the school
paper for the not-so-obvious sports news concerning Hope
as well as the other MIAA colleges.
From the business standpoint, a weekly would require a
small number of ads since the Anchor would probably become a four-page weekly rather than remain a six-page biweekly. Inasmuch as the advertising space would be limited, there would be an opportunity for advertisers to have
their name in the campus' eye.
Turning to the other side, it is immediately evident that
problems hindering such revision are as imposing as the
need for change is great.
First of all, the student staff is inadequate. The interest
when there are 1100 students is less than the interest when
there were only a fourth as many. More work would be required of each reporter and of each member of the editorial
staff. That problem of time is especially imposing. When
anywhere from 25 to 30 hours are contributed for each issue
by one person with other staff members also spending time
amounting to similar figures, this problem can be seen in a
different light. Not only are studies neglected at times, but
a person's social life and leisure time are cut to a minimum.
In fact, the question can easily be raised, "What is leisure
time?"

Comes second semester, and the
music d e p a r t m e n t faces four
for the student and weighted
months of recitals, a concert tour,
heavily in favor of the faculty. It and local concerts.
is true that the faculty had many
Incidentally, there are seven mupapers to correct in a few days, sic majors to present recitals this
but the results would have been semester. Alma Vander Hill, Nellie
more gratifying to students and Mae Rietsema, and Rog Rietberg
will be giving organ recitals, Betty
faculty had there been more conVan Lente, piano, and Phyllis Darsideration towards the student. I row, Betty Christie, and Dick Vrieswould like to know why the exams man, voice recitals.
could not have been conducted as
The Men's Glee Club will be
in former years, with examina- leaving on April 7, and return the
tions scheduled in their proper 19th. It seemed for awhile that
class sequence. I agree with the the men would be leaving without
writer of last week's article that a big send off, because everyone
assembly line tactics do not pro- would be having spring vacation.
duce either love of education or But Mrs. Snow promises a real Red
Cross send off of coffee and doan educated student.
nuts. She will be assisted by her
Granted that the college is over- "double trouble."
crowded, and that speed, even at
The Women's Glee Club presentHope, has become the essence. ed a program to the Women's LitClasses were taught up to the very erary Club on February 4. This is
last day before the semester the beginning of a busy second seexams, and, while recognizing the mester for the club, and from the
urgency to complete a full sched- sound of melody which rings forth
ule, yet the student would arrive from the chapel every Tuesday and
at the exams his brain whirling Thursday, theirs will be an outwith conglomerous ideas of many standing concert this spring.
subjects in which he was to be exLast Friday a group of students
amined in one day. One felt glad
went to Grand Rapids to an organ
if one's exam was the first of the
concert. The artist, Virgil Fox, a
morning, or afternoon, otherwise
young organist from New York,
the rooms became so stuffy —
presented a very commendable prodespite the long ten minutes break gram.
— that it was well nigh imposWell, we've emptied the box, so
sible to do justice to the paper.
we'll close the lid of "Ye Ole
It is my sincere hope that the Music Box" for this time.
Student Council, the editorial menVriesman.
tioned above, and this letter, will
P.S. Miss Holleman is looking
all work towards bringing the ex- for someone on campus to rewrite
amination schedules of the future "America," putting it in 4/4 time.
back to Hope's traditional, sane It seems that she has a promising
policy.
A Student 4/4 conductor.
ule was made out without regard

one entire afternoon every other week, it would become
weekly. Their work would have to be arranged with that in

mind. Not only would the printers of Holland be affected,
but also the printing company in Grand Rapids which does
the linotyping. The solution to this seems to be in having
a college printing office, but that brings up another topic
Conceding the fact that students would be willing to give entirely.
their time, the faculty would also have to contribute a little
In explaining the pros and cons, the question of credit
more. With the faculty already overcrowded with work, has not been touched. That was fully developed in previous
this would only be adding to the load.
issues, but the fact still remains that no credit or pay is
At the present time the Anchor shares an office with a given to the literary staff. However imposing these probfaculty member. More space and equipment would be a lems may appear at first glance, the need for a weekly seems
practical necessity if the Anchor were to become a weekly.
great enough so that all should work toward building the
Consider the job of the printers. Instead of requiring Anchor into a weekly paper.

The cuddly couples of course are
interesting reading. I have it
direct from Leona that she and
Charley are going steady. The
fleets in and with Tim HarriKon

Save Me a Seat

back but a few weeks, he is to be
commended on having the situation, Marcella by name, so well in
hand. West Hall, that amazing
dormitory containing such a bevy
of beauties that even Brother
Buter would be breathless, takes
this week's spotlight and we ask
the Audry Engstrandt this question. Fickleness, is thy name
woman.
For those of you who just
"aren't on the in," girls basketball
has
finally
started.
Marge
Aardem, from the really north
country — and by north we mean
75 miles beyond Traverse City —
is probably the most outstanding
of the new girls.
The Frater serenade was another historic return to prewar
days. The one heroic figure in
Columbia Hall who so bravely applauded the serenaders a f t e r their
commendable efforts receives the
Hope citation for action beyond
the call of duty.
During the past week some three
people have asked me "why don't
you put my name in your
column?" So at this time I should
like to express my apologies for
overlooking anyone or anything
which is of so little importance
that it would rate comment in this
column.
Before closing, I will announce
a contest. A prize will be awarded
to the best entry of 25 words or
less on "Why I think Don De Witt
was in the Navy." Only those personally acquainted with the subject
can enter.
G. G.

Hope Oddifles

(It couldn't happen here!!)
\ es, I was one of those fortunates that was able to see a basketMulder running a comb through
ball game the other night. Sure, his hair!
I enjoy the sport. I don't know
Jayne Baker WITHOUT Joyce
much about it, but then all that Baker!
excitement — it gets me. I love
Ginnie Bilkert WITH Bobbie
to see all those people in such a Bilkert I
psychological state of mind.
Joanne Decker early to chapel!
It all started this way. A friend
Miss Boyd absent from class.
of mine was going to save me a
An up-to-date bulletin in the
seat because I couldn't make it at Science Cuilding!
5:30. My first mistake. I arrived
Toni Fredericks in blue-jeans!
at the armory quite late, fought
Carolyn Ingham getting a "B"!
my way through the people waitSnappo" VanTamlen in a suit!
ing outside for tickets, clutching
Heat in the " T " Barracks!
my activities card with both hands
"Third floor Van Raalte to third
so no one could get at it. I heard
floor Science Building" in six minsomeone say as I floated spasmodi- utes!!
cally up the steps, "I guess you've
Dr. Kleinheksel telling a joke!
got to be educated to get into these
Doc VanZyl not telling a joke.
games." Silly Boy!!
Russ DeVette dating someone
I arrived a little breathlessly at
old, like he is!
the door and someone shoved a
Brunstetter and Sibley not holdmenu into my hand — oh, what am
ing hands!
I thinking of. It was a list of the
Ken Vanderbroek with a date!
players. By that time the prelimHarry Meiners without a harp.
inary game was in fine swing and
The
"Anchor" without an edithe crowd was warming up its
torial
on
religion!
vocal cords and I do mean crowd —
"Dancing
at Hope College" not
why, there was only one lucky
debated
in
Speech
Class!
fellow that actually had room to
stretch.
Well, I didn't have my seat yet Who wouldn't have been. The felso I began looking through the low next to her had practically
crowd for my f r i e n d ( ? ) . She said taken up the whole seat she saved
she'd probably be on the left hand for me. I made about ten people
side. Well at least that narrowed move so I could get to the seat that
it down to about five hundred peo- really wasn't there.
ple but it didn't even look like
By that time we'd won the first
Frank Sinatra t u r n e d sideways game and they s t a r t e d selling
could fit in anywhere, much less tickets to outsiders. I didn't really
me.
notice too much difference except
Somebody in about the middle it got a little harder to breathe
started w a v i n g like mad so I and somebody kept saying "move
started forward but quit when a down." The idea made me ache.
c o u p l e behind me p r a c t i c a l l y
The teams came in, l o t s o f
walked through me yelling, "Oh, cheers, several people shook hands,
there Jane is, in the middle sec- the whistle blew and the game had
tion and she's got us seats." About started. I'm not sure what hapten other people were waving by pened from then on. The referee
now so I waved back only to find kept c a l l i n g things. I couldn't
out that about ten people behind understand him very well. Guess,
me were waving too, with much I'll have to go back to school and
more assurance than I had. I didn't take that language. During the
feel very conspicuous. Then there half everybody stood up — but not
was that moment when the game me — from then on I didn't have
was being played at the front end such a bad seat at all.
and the referee got in my way,
Some sadist sitting behind me
practically landed in my arms and kept yelling, "shoot," "shoot" and
called time out for holding.
"fight, fight" which all seemed very
Out of sheer exasperation, I i n a p p r o p r i a t e and would have
headed f o r what seemed to be an sounded better on a rabbit hunt.
empty six inches on the bench. The pay off was when we were 20
Just as I was about to sit down a points ahead and he shouts, "Oh,
fellow tapped me on the shoulder we're going to slay 'em."
and said:
Natch, we won and about three
"la your name John Brooks?"
minutes before the game was over
"No," says I.
everybody was a l r e a d y leaning
"Well," says he, "mine is and towards the door. When the whistle
that's his seat you're taking."
blew, the gym was empty before
Finally I decided the best thing the echo died out. Did you ask
to do was walk down the sidelines me if I was going to the next
and find Jane. I found her way in g a m e ? ? Sure, I got a friend. Shell
the f a r corner looking very mad. save me a seat.
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Holland Holds Celebration

Shafer, Stauffer
English Majors
Address Y M e e t
Discuss Works
A joint meeting of the Y.W.C.A.
and Y.M.C.A. was held last Tuesof R. Sherwood

In Hope Memorial Chapel
The 100th anniversary of the arrival of Dutch colonists in Holland
February 9, 1847, was observed
last Sunday by a public meeting in
Hope Memorial chapel, and two
broadcasts originated from the
campus. Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers,
president of Hope College, served
as head of the February 9 events
committee.
Vander Meulen Presides
The public meeting, which took
place at 3:00 p. m. was presided
over by Mr. Cornelius Vander
Meulen, president of the Centennial Commission. Featured speaker
was Dr. Edgar F. Romig, pastor
of the West End Collegiate church
in New York City. While in the
Netherlands he was closely associated with the Dutch Royal family.
His subject was "God's Binding
in History."
Broadcast Features Romig
A recorded message f r o m Mr.
('. it. W. H. van Boetzelaer, ForAffairs Minister of the Netherlands was given. Dr. Simon
Blocker of Western Theological
seminary read the Scripture. The
prayer was given by Dr. Henry
Schultze, president of Calvin College.
Choirs Provide Music
Tiie Hop? C o l b j e choir, the HoiIan 1 High school a crppolla choir,
an:l the Christian High choir provide 1 mu.-k- for the meeting. The
three choirs sang separately and
at the conclu-.ion of the program
joined in singing " P r a y e r of
Thanksgiving" a n d " H a l l e l u i a
( horus" by HanJel.
The first broadcast consisted of
a roun.l table by Dr. Lubb-rs. Dr.
Romig and .Mr. Vander Meulen.
Tiie college choir sanT.
The second broad.-ast featured
an address by Dr. Romig. (Greetings from the mayor of Holland;,
Mr. Ben Stetfens and a five-minute
resume <»f the history of Holland
were also part of the program. 1
Music was provided by the two 1
High School c hoi is.
Churches of the community and
surrounding cities devoted one service to the anniversarv.

Vets Send Friesema
To Ann A r b o r Meet
On Sunday, February 9, on the
University of Michigan campus,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, the Student
Veterans Conference met with
James Friesema representing the
veterans of Hope College. The
Conference was set up for the
prime purpose of letting city, state
and federal governments, business
and labor leaders, religious and
civic groups as well as the public
at large know the problems the
ex-CI faces while in school. Jim
arrived back on Hope's campus too
late for this issue of the Anchor
but he has promised to give the
veterans at Hope a full account of
proceedings at the conference in the
next issue. Veterans housing, inadecjuate educational facilities f o r
;he unprecedented student enroll.nent and sinrlar subjects were a
"ew of the problems to be discussed.

Alpha Chi Weighs
Cu rriculuni Choice
At the January meeting, the men
on Hope's campus who are preparing for full-time Chr stian service
were guests of the Adelphic Sociely of Western Seminary. The
meeting, hold at Trinity Reformed
Church, was opened with a hymn
sing l?;l by Thomas Bosloper, Seminary Senior.
The eveninT's speaker was Rev.
Bastian Kruithof, whose subject
was preparaiio-i for the ministry.
Rev. Kruithof gave advice on that
preparation. 11- pointed out the
necessity oi being well-prepared,
by taking a diversified curriculum
that will fi. a :.u;i to stand unashamed among r n y group of peop h and ropresenl Christ. A discussion period followed, and many pertinent questions were raised and
answered.
The next meeting of Alpha Chi
will be held in the Y.M. room on
I-ebruary 17. Dr. Lester Kuyper,
of Western Seminary, will speak
on the choice of a curriculum.

SPECIAL
SAVE

SAVE

with
Cash and Carry
MICHIGAN CLEANERS
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day evening, February 11 at which
Reverend Luman J . Shafer, Litt.D.
and Reverend Milton T. Stauffer,
D.D. gave talks on their missionary work in the F a r East. Western
Theological Seminary students and
faculty also attended the meeting.
Reverend Stauffer led the group in
prayer.

Members of English Majors met
on Monday night to discuss the
plays of Robert Sherwood. Chairman of the meeting was Betty Timmer who told some of the f a c t s
concerning the life of Sherwood.
Luella Pyle presented an inter-

Both speakers have had consider- esting dissertation on the play
able experience in the field of For- "Abe Lincoln of Illinois." Several
eign Missions. Dr. Stauffer served of the members had heard a press x years in China as Research and
entation of the play over the CoSurvey Secretary for the National
Christian Council of China. Dr. lumbia Broadcasting System on
Shafer, upon graduating from the Sunday afternoon and so were
New Brunswick Theological Semi- more able to appreciate this work
nary in 1912, went to Japan as a of Sherwood's.
missionary of the Board of Foreign
Otherplays were read by various
Missions. He remained there until'
1935, when he returned to this! members and reported on. Among
country to take up work as Secre- them were Petrified Forest by Ann
Vander Veer; There Shall Be No
tary of the Board.
Dr. S h a f e r and Dr. Stauffer are Night by Douglas Cameron; and
both experts on Christian occupa- Idiots Delight was presented by
tion in the Orient and both have George Curtis.
met dignitaries of many foreign
The club members signed up to
nations. Both speakers have made go to Grand Rapids to see Shakesenormous contributions in evangel- peare's Julius Caesar. A special
ization of the Far Eastern coun- bus will be chartered for the group
tries.
I to provide transportation.

NOIY I Cold WAVE

dettys Hairam

Mine at horn in
Ztid hours and

Coed Masquerade Party
Provides Evening of Fun
One hundred and fifty Hope coeds attended the all-girl masquerade party held in Carnegie GymBlue Key Project nasium February 7. Prizes were
offered to the most original and the
The Blue Key is putting out a
funniest costumes, and those winsupplementary edition to the Stuning prizes were Luella Pyle and
dent Guide. This supplementary
Olga Kilian f o r the most original
edition will appear in mimeographcostumes,
dressed as penguins;
ed form.
Milly Vermaire, Ike Vande Bunte,
All students who have entered
Vada Mae Efird, and Dee Davis f o r
Hops College since November 1,
the second most original costumes
194(5, and those wishing to correct
as Goldilocks and the three bears;
errors in the previous edition in
and Marie Buttlar, Rozy Scholten,
p
egard to change of name, address,
Judy Mulder, and Betty Brinkman
or telephone number, are requested for the funniest costume.
to report this information to the
The evening began with the proBlue Key Bookstore by February gram arranged by Muncie Vande
14, 1947.
Wege. Connie Hinga, Peggy Prins,
This supplementary edition will and Karyl Prigge acted out "Down
appear March 1, 1947. For those the Road a Piece," and Marie Buttwho desire a copy, the supplemen- lar was in charge of a skit, which
t i r y ed.tions will bo available at was a take-off on the faculty. Those
the Business Office.
taking part were Lois De Kleine,
Betty Boelkins, Dee Davis, Judy
Mulder, Carolyn Ingham, J o y c e
Vinkemulder, Ike Heemstra, "and
Palette and Masque
Marie Buttlar.
Rehearse New Play A f t e r the grand march and judging of customers, everyone took
VN icners On Wednesday, directed part in the square dancing with
by Miss Sunny Donahue, will be Mr. Joe Moran calling the numgiven on F e b r m r y 2(: for a Palette bers. Refreshments planned by
an 1 Masque meeting. Casey Oeg- Gerry Schesrens were served.
i m a will take the part of Mr. WilFollowing the masquerade each
i a n F)-,ter. Miss Ad?le I'erkoff dormitory had a party for the town
il! t o Mrs. Foster. Miss Bat Letz girls staying with the dorm girls.
ir. Marian, B II Andrews as Jack Programs were arranged in each
n i Mibr. Mary Voskuil will be of the dorms, and refreshments
M a J a n o Caslinelli.
vvoro served. Betty Weaver and
On February 12 the regular Anna Marie Tallman were in
meeting was a social hour com- charge of the program for Voorp r s d of scenes from the days of nees, Ruth Quant and Helen WagLincoln, recordings, and entertain- ner ior Van Vleck, Judy Smallegan
ment.
and Con Duisor for Columbia,
January 28th Balette and Masque Olga Zack a n j Hilda Baker for
p es n t e l I p.vard and Onward at Fairbanks, Dot Content and Sunny
the Women's Literary Club meet- Donohue for Beach, and Anita
ing.
Wells, Marion Reichert, and Loro
raine Van Farrowe for West Hall.
Breakfast consisting of fruit
juice, co.Tee cake, cereal, milk, and
coffee was served at Voorhees on
Saturday morning for the dormitory and town girls.

Guide Supplement Is

Student Wives
Club Will M e e t
On February 18

T

housands of thrifty women just like you give themselves and their daughters professional-type CharmKurl Cold Waves at home. Laboratory tested,—iCi SAFE
for every type and texture of hair. Your soft, beautiful
curls and waves will invite praise from your friends and
will still be " i n " months from now. Try it,—then, if the
results do not compare with any $15.00 beauty shop
cold wave, your money will be refunded. Over 10
million Charm-Kurl Kits have been jold.

wnvu

COLD WAVE homi

nr

The next me?t ng of the recently
organized Student Wives Club will
bp held on Tuesday evening, February 18, 8:15 P. M., in the Temple
Building. Mrs. Alice Klomparens
is guest speaker of the evening.
Mrs. Klomparens arrived in Holland eight months ago from Estonia. She came to this country as
a war bride and has traveled extensively in Kuntp?. Her wide
knowledge of European conditions
before, during and a f t e r the recent
war was gained while living and
traveling in Europe, while living
in occupied Europe, and as a member of UNRRA.
Her talk, vivid with tragedy and
humor, will enable all to understand conditions in present day
Europe as well as to give an understanding of the experiences of
American troops.

I. HOLLEMANS, Prop.

Wichers Edits Bulletin
For College Alumni
The Hope College Alumni Magazine made its appearance last week.
This magazine, edited by Willard
C. Wichers, resumed publication
a f t e r a lapse of five years.
It's purpose is a medium by
which all alumni are kept informed
about college events while feeling
free to express ideas, report news
and promote college projects. On
the cover of this magazine is a
drawing of Van Vleck made by Irwin J. Lubbers, Jr.
Included also is a president's
page, new faculty members, college
activities, and news of various
chapters throughout the world. It
is hoped t h a t this magazine which
is now a quarterly will develop
into a monthly.

PLUS 14c T A X

232 River Ave.

Open Saturday Evenings

Large
Assortment
of
COSTUME JEWELRY

Knoll's Gift Shop
^

Model Drug Store
N. E. Corner River & 8th.

Vlsscher-Brooks
INSURANCE
16 East 8th St., Holland, Mich.

Coke knows
no season

MUSIC
for
Your Parties
LATEST RECORDS
AND
SPEAKING SYSTEM

NELS B O S M A N

Kenton is itricdy stratosphere
stuff in popularity polls with his
powerhouse drive. Capitol's latest

n

album "Anistry in Rhythm "is a
collection of Kenton kicks... eight
exdting, original compositions

" M

Radio Service
Zenith Radios

m

79 W. 14th St.

Headquarters

L
L

Phone 4515

At your dealer-now!
$3./5

plut tax

NIW YftffNDS
IN TOKKID TIMPOS
His Feet Too Big foe dt Bed'- Cap. 361
'lottrmiauoo RiF - Cap. 290
'Painted Rhythm' - Cap. 250
, 'Axtiacry Jumps' - Cap. 229
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never before recorded.

for . . .

ROBLEE, AIR'STEP
A N D BUSTER BROWN
SHOES

SPAULDING'S
SHOE STORE

I . H. MARSILJE
BOTTltt' UNDW AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COIA COMPANY IY

Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Grand Rapids

t

Accident Insurance for
Hope College Students
Holland State Bank Bldg.
GS8SSSS@888@S@8SSS@SSSSf

SUNDAES

MALTEDS

CONES
ICE CREAM

MILLS ICE CREAM CO.
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©iip to Van Saali*

Jffratermties
Arcadians Feature Cosmo Sweep"Kampus Kapers" stakes Held in
With t h e t h e m e , "Kampus Tulip Room
Kapers," the Arcadian Fraternity
opened its 1947 social season at
"The Marquee" Saturday evening,
January 25. "The Marquee" became a college class room for the
night and "Professor" Virgil Dykstra reigned with colorful efficiency
over the "Kampus Kapers."
In Assembly, the son^fest conducted by Ted Flaherty, "The
Marquee" trembled to the tunes of
"Kampus" songs. The First Hour
class was Sociology and the swing
trio, composed of Sam Posthuma,
Ted Moolenar and Marvin De
Young, sang "You Keep Coming
Hack Like a Song" and "Blue
Skies."
Neil Cocker spoke up in the
Second Hour class. Psychology,
and presented an excellent skit.
The Third Hour class was Vocal
Study and the class was ably dominatcd by Keith De Jong, who
sang "Ich Hebe dich" and "Danny
Hoy." The stars of the fourth
hour class, Dramatics, were William Miedema and Ken Leetsma.
The Fifth Hour History class included that eminent
historian
William Geiger, who illustrated his
lecture with a piano solo, "Concerto of Warsaw." The Sixth
Hour was Physical Education, as
Miss Audrey Reagan tap danced
to the tune of "One More Kiss."
Chaperons for the party w e r e
Prof, and Mrs. Brand and Prof,
and Mrs. S t e k e t e e .
During
"Kampus Kapers," the newly elected officers of Arcadian were announced. They are: President,
Harold E. Des Autels; Vice-President, Warren Hietbrink; Secretary,
Jack Stegeman; Treasurer. Ted
Flaherty; Interfraternity Representatives, Russell Kraay and William Geiger: Student Council Representative, Virgil Dykstra; and
Sergeants-at-Arms, G e r a l d Van
Heest and Denn s Shoemaker.

"Cosmo Sweepstakes" was the
theme of the Cosmopolitan Fraternity's semi-formal party which was
held in the Tulip Room of the
Warm Friend Hotel Saturday, January 24. Society members and
their guests were served at tables
a p p r o p r i a t e l y garnished with
centerpieces of pompoms and green
and white candles. Green and white
decorations carried out the sweepstakes theme.
Miniature horses held place
cards in front of each guest's
place. The guests were presented
with carved book ends in the form
of horses' heads as favors. Cosmopolitan president, Merle Vanden
Berg, welcomed the guests and Bill
Leverette served as master of ceremonies.
Programs were printed in green
on white paper as a racing schedule and scratch sheet. The main
features of the evening were violin
solos by Niles Hansen, vocal solos
by Mrs. Ed. Adler and a humorous
number by Jack Robins who gave
a paper on atoms.
At 11 p. m. drawings were made
in the Cosmo Sweepstakes with
prizes awarded to Miss Lucille
Voss, Mrs. Robert Horner and Miss
Karyl Prigge. Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Geerlings and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Horner were faculty guests.
Clarence Luth was party chairman and Dale Fris was in charge
of favors. Program chairman was
George Dykstra and Dave Bogard
headed the written program committee. Other chairmen were Jack
Pontier, art; Don Lee and Jack
Pontier, decorations; Bob Nyboer
and Bob Becksfort, music. Jack
Robins, Charles Knooihuizen, Albertus Van Dyke, Bernard Scott,
Howard Claus and Clayton Van
Hall assisted the various chairmen.

HOPE PENNANTS
Show your colors at the games or use in
your room, or send one to some alumnus
Only 40c

Emmies Consider
Praters Present
Knicks Entertain 15
Christianity, Life Evening Serenade A t Rushee Meeting
"Christianity provides man with
the most satisfying and complete
way of life." These are the thought
provoking words with which Bill
Haak, MC, opened the January 7
Emersonian meeting. After a brief
word of introduction, he presented
Chet Droog who led the group in
appropriate songs and spirituals.
Humorist Norwood Reck took
over the podium and presented an
excellent paper describing the
orientation of a new Hope Student.
The paper was conclusive proof
that even in this most serious
phase of life, good clean humor is
a perfect part. Tom Boslooper, a
Western Seminary senior favored
the group with three negro spirituals emphasizing the necessity for
strength, vision and power in the
religious life of man. As a climax
he gave a very impressive rendition of "Deep River."
The great need for Christian
men of power and vision in the
world today was then presented by
Bob Wildman in a very profound
serious paper. He presented a personal challenge to each man present, indicating that all can and
must help by being truly Christian
in their daily activities and life's
occupation. Master Critic, Con
VanderWoude closed the meeting
by complimenting the men on the
very excellent manner in which
they presented such a pertinent
and serious matter.

The Fraternal Society held its
weekly meeting in the Van Raalte
Lounge on Thursday evening February 6f 1947. Pres. DeVette called
the meeting to order and Frater H.
Koop offered a word of prayer.
The only paper for the evening
was Frater J. V a n d e r Broek's
"Philosophy of Life" which was
very interesting and also offered a
challenge to all Fraters.
With Frater Scholten as maestro, the Fraters donned their earmuffs, heavy coats and mittens,
parkas and overshoes and braved
the elements to serenade all the
girls' dorms.
The program at Voorhees and
Van Vleck Halls was dedicated to
Bobbie Bilkert, Betty Van Dyke,
Betty Christie and Mary Ellen
Brower who recently became pinned or engaged to Fraters.
The program opened with a fanfare and the fraternity harmonized
on the following songs; "A Shanty
In Old Shanty Town," "Daisey,"
"When You Wore A Tulip,"
"Sweetheart of O.K.E.," "The
Frater's Song" and concluded with
"Good Night Ladies" which drifted
softly into the night.

CHEN YU LIPSTICK WITH ELASTIC CORD
were
Now

45c
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Don't lay awake at

230 River Avenue

HOLLAND FURNACES

Make It Easy

Make Warm Friends"
World's Largest Installers of Home Heating and
Air Conditioning

Systems

With

S C H O O L SUPPLIES

WARM FRIENDS of Hope College

From

When You Get That Hungry Feeling

FRIS B O O K S T O R E

VISIT

The Alcor Koffee Kletz
Soups - Hamburgs - Cheeseburger
Cheese Sandwiches - Hot Chocolate
Sodas and Sundaes
Rolls and Coffee

H a n s e n ' s store

STUDENTS!

W A R M FRIEND TAVERN

February 13 is the day to bring
your old

with Best in Cuisine — Pleasing Surroundings

sss

HOE
ERVICB
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The Tavern

Devotions at the meeting were
led by Robert Laman. The song
fest was directed by Bud Van Eck.
After the formal adjournment, a
social consisting of shuffleboard,
cokes, and a smoker was held.

UN EM AS night worrying about
S
your schoolwork

Select yours NOW while stocks are complete

This Hotel Specializes
In Catering For Class
and Society Functions

On Friday evening the Knickerbocker Fraternity had their formal
meeting at Miller's Hall in Holland. Fifteen rushees were invited,
and the program was directed for
their benefit. The new officers were
introduced to the fraternity, and
their plans for the forth-coming
semester were sketched.
The new officers are as follows;
President, Anno Vander Kolk;
Vice-President, W a r r e n Eickelberg; Secretary, Phil Meengs;
Treasurer, Max Boersma; InterFraternity Representative, Randall
Dekker; Student Council Representative, Robert Van Zyl; Sergeantat-Arms, Roger Dekker.

We carry the whole works
at popular prices
IF WE DON'T HAVE IT, WE'LL GET IT.

TEXTBOOKS
To the
Blue Key Book Store
for resale

me,

Friendliest
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COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE

PHONI

ARENA SHOtiST
H ERTEL ) I N S ^ l i W C E
AGENCY
29 • . • l e M T H

AT

FIRST N A T I O N A L BANK

HOLLAR MtCjt

of Holland
Deposits Insured up to $5,000.00

W E L C O M E

STUDEKTS

COMPLIMENTS

STAR RESTAURANT
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When I consider how my life is
spent,
Ere half my days, in this fair
school and best.
And that one brain which means
" F " to rest
Lies with me useless, though my
soul more bent
To serve therewith my Teacher,
and present
My daily work, lest he returning
chide,
"Doth thou expect Night labor,
Day beside,"
I mournf'ly ask. But Patience to
prevent
That murmur, soon replies, "He
doth not hail
Either good work or your bad
marks. Who best
Do his daily work, they please
him most. His state
Is lowly: thousands at his hands
do fail
Although they study hard and do
not rest;
They also flunk who only stand
and wait."
—Ginny Hemmes.
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SPECIAL ATTRACTION!

GIRLS LOOK!
$1.00

(With Apologies to Milton)

IDEAL
Dry Cleaners

habit you can haYe."
It will mean so much when you
make life'i big moments even
happier with an appropriete
greeting. Your thoughtfulness
will be appreciated even more
when you send a Gibson card
from our selection because you
have sent the finest

Greeting cards so often say
those little things you want
to express, better than you
can say them yourself. Remember, too, when you send
a Gibson card, your friends
know you've sent the finest.

J

TWt'f on opproprialt CAfoe Card
for every ecnfeetf'

Fris Book Store

Fris Book Store

30 W. 8th Street

30 W. 8th Street

THE SNACK SHACK
Is gaining in Popularity with those
in College who know where to
go for those EVENING SNACKS.

Four Short Blocks North of C a m p u s

r

^

STOReT

d r u g
54 E. EIGHTH iT. - I b t

Comer College Avenue and 6th Street

Opposite Train Station on 8th Street

W I J •'

Free Delivery Service
Phone 2 4 6 5

The Home of Peters Shoes

WEATHER BIRDS — SMART MAIDS
12 West 8th Street
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Dorian Enfertains

R. Dykstra Plans
Thesaurian Holds
Formal Initiation
A t Ball of Bells Sibylline Program

Dorian belles a week ago Friday
entertained their friends and some
alumnae at the "Ball of the Bells."
held in the Tulip Room of the
Warm Friend Tavern. Decorations,
according to the fire ordinance ruling, were limited to the words
"Ball of the Bells" above the door,
a new revolving crystal ball, and
table decorations which consisted
of c h r y s a n t h e m u m s , programs
printed blue on grey bells, and
name cards made like blue or
white sleighs drawn by animal
crackers.
The stage was set as the corner
of a room, with a comfortable armchair in front of a window. Ruth
Dalenberg, in night clothes, came
in to write her diary; and as she
described the different parts of the
program, they occurred on the
other side of the stage. First
Joanne Decker "set the bells ringing" with Edgar Allen Poe's "The
Bells," which she read with sound
effects produced by Sumiye Konoshima. Ruth Quant, Louise Ter
Beek, Helen Van Dyke, Jeanella de
Kle'n, Trudy Maasen, and Marian
Korteling sang an adaptation of
this poem set to the music of
Rachmaninoff's "Concerto in C j
Minor," and later "White Coral
Bells."

"WHAT IS YOUR OPINION OF
TERM
P A P E R S ? " is the question
Pleasant odors of all kinds of
The light of flickering candles
Eau de Cologne penetrated the in- made a lovely setting for the of the week. As usual, opinion difterior of the Sibylline sorority formal initiation of six new fers greatly.
HANK MELTVEDT: ( F r e s h room last Friday night. Small cut T h e s a u r i a n m e m b e r s ; Edith
out perfume bottles labeled Eau Young, Gertrude Matten, Hazel man) I think they're a lot of work
d3 Sibylline formed the program. Vander Woude, Marian Labusohr, but the time spent on them is prof"Heaven Scent" began the de- Alice Van Kempen, and Jean itable. For undergraduate work
votional program, followed by Liberty. Each girl received a red they are not so good, but they are
very good for one who is planning
Joan Sheel's information on the rose as a symbol of fraternity.
on entering a specialized field. I
origin of perfume, spices, and ointdo not think one should get too
Following the ceremony a lightments. Sibs wonder whether to use
much credit for them, but someer side was presented. "Inspira- times one does not get enough
the "stuff" again. "At a Perfume
tion" in the form of scripture was credit where credit is due.
Counter" was sung by Harriet
given by Eunice Heinen. Katherin
Hains. Shirley Knoll with the help
OWEN KOEPPE (Sophomore)
Lock and Mary Young then gave
It's
quite a bit to ask in a two-hour
of all the Sophomores demonstrat- us a fine case of "Indigestion" in
course, but I'm still in favor of
ed the different techniques of Sen- a sing-song version of a humor
them although you do too much
iors as "Beau Catchers." "Vio- paper. To make this evening even work for the amount of credit you
lence," "My Hero," "Spur of the more complete, two alumni recalled get. I am definitely in favor of
for us the meaning of the word
them.
Moment" and "Chips of I^ve" were
"Initiation." Miss Marian Mastenamong the many forms.
brook gave a serious paper enLOU W. BIXBY, JR.: (Junior)
"Poetic Dreams," next on the I titled
Illumination" and Miss Term papers do not accomplish
program, were poems about per- Ruth Ann Poppen entertained
§®88888888S888S888888888
fume read by Ruth Ruys. Conclud- with a selection of semi-classical
songs.
ing the program was Theresa
Refreshments, entitled "InsomStahl telling the "Tabu." The pronia"
were then served to make the
gram was in charge of Rachel
evening a complete success. Nellie
Dykstra.
Mae Ritsema planned the program.
Completely Air Condifoned

Dutch Mill
Restaurant

^^ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

Frosh Club Elects
R. De Graaf Prexy

The Alphi Sigma Alphi girls
held an informal meeting Thursday evening, February 6, at 7:30
in the West Hall lounge. The
officers for this semester were
elected and will take over at the
next meeting. The new officers
are:
Ruth DeGraaf, president;
Marion Reichert, vice-president;
Marcia Den Herder, secretary;
Ann Walter, treasurer, and Beatrice Reyst, chaplain. Dorothy
Nilne was appointed general chairman of the spring formal and will
Special guests were Prof, and
be aided by a girl from each dorm
Mrs. Clyde Geerlings and Prof, and
and a town girl.
Mrs. Don J. Zwemer. During the
evening each couple was photo- ssssssssssssssssssssssss
graphed, and there were games
and music.
The jester of King Dorian, Rozy
Scholten, read a series of proclamations directly affecting those
present. And Trudy Maasen read
an expose on "Why I Am Dell's
Belle." The singing bells. Betty
Brinkman, presented "Bells of
Memory," and Ruth Probst explained, with the aid of the piano,
what happened to a bell maker who
became a bellboy — a sad and
touching tale.

Your Date will enjoy a snack

8888S88S8g88888g8SSS8888

At the new

Mary Jane
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Before the game.

For Your College Printing
SEE

THE

their purpose. People usually copy
from books and do not get anything done. I think I get enough
credit for my term paper for the
amount of time I put in. Most
people do not put enough time on
them. The amount of credit given
for term papers should be made
standard among the faculty.
DALE STOPPELS: (Senior) The
idea of term papers is not bad, but
someone should teach me to start
them early in the semester. Each
prof should decide the credit to be
given for term papers for each individual course.
PROF HAVERKAMP: I think
term papers are an excellent means
for the student to develop the field
in which he is particularly interested. He receives practice in "digging up" and organizing matter
for himself. That is my view as
an instructor; as a student I would
say "NIX!" The credit given for
a term paper depends on the importance of the paper to the course.

B. H. WILLIAMS
JEWELER

+

24 E. 8th St., Holland, Mich.
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ELECTRIC SHOE
HOSPITAL
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This Week Hear

BANQUET R O O M FOR
PRIVATE PARTIES

Tenor Soloist from Wheaton
College Men's Glee Club.

Telephone 4506

10 W . 8 t h St.

Paul A. Van Raalte

LOUISE SHOP

Fashions for Juniors
14 East Eighth Street
SSSSSSSSS&SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSi

RECREATION..

Telephone 2587
5 W . 8th St.. Holland

Phone 2821
^88888338888838333888888888a33gaaaggg»gs>g«gg!»saa^
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SODAS

Complete Line of Valentine Cards

TOPCOATS
- HATS -

A. PATSY FAB1ANO

ANDES CANDIES

Home of Better Ice Cream
26 West 8th Street

The Peak of all Candies
Phone 2329

W E ARE P R O U D T O HAVE HOPE COLLEGE
AS OUR

SHIRTS
SLACKS
COATS
JACKETS

BULFORD STUDIO
Wimilow

^83883883388388338838383838383888883888883838388

BAKER FURNITURE FACTORIES, INC

52 EatC Eighth Street

Telephone 9 6 0 8

CONNOISSEUR FURNITURE

FLOWERS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
WARM FRIEND FLOWER SHOP
Washington Square

COAL . . . BUILDERS' SUPPLIES
Sherwin-Williams Paints and Varnishes

Makers of

Member F. T. D. A.

PORTRAIT

T. KEPPEL'S SONS
EitaUlshed 1867

Studio)

PHOTOGRAPHY

Holland

J O H N V A N D E R BROEK, Prop.

NEIGHBORS

"ALWAYS THE NEWEST STYLES"

at P. S. BOTER & CO.

SUNDAES

Valentine Boxes of Chocolates

Warm Friend Tavern

Meet Hope Students at
LIEVENSE'S BOWLING ALLEYS

AND

At

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS8SSSSS8SSSSSSS8SSSSSSSSSSSSSS

(Formerly

FOOT-WEAR NEEDS

Borr's Bootery

Owner

— Special —

SPORT

FOR YOUR

Enjoy our Excellent Meals
Daily and Sundays

Other Local
Features
Holland High School
Saturday, 7:30 o'clock

•*888883883888338383888835

Get Your

Jewelry & Gift Shop

SUITS

Photo-finishing, Framing
and Gifts

BUFFET LUNCHEONS
DAILY

Wm. Hoyt

The Ideal Valentine Gift
for Her from Him

FOR

P H O T O fc GIFT S H O P

Holland Hospitality

10 E. 8th St., Holland, Mich.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF JEWELRY

THE

DU S A A R

Served with real

Young pastor from
Winnetka, 111.

WHITE
CROSS
Barber
Shop

POST'S

GERALD A. WESTERHOFF:
(Freshman) I think term papers
are what the teacher really finds
out from the student according to
what he has or has not learned
throughout the semester, but in
most cases, the student does not
know what he is talking about. Of
course, some can learn a lot and
not be able to write it down. In my
case, I am just plain stupid. I feel
not enough credit is given for term
papers. They should count about
2/5ths of the final mark.

^ 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 3 8 8 8 3 8 8 8 8 couraged. If term papers are assigned they should play a fairly
important part in the final mark.
New Building West of Sentinel.
Your "Anchor" Printers
They should be assigned only in
tSSS8SSSSSSSSSSSSSS@SSSS8SSS8SSS@S8SSS@S88SS8S8»
those courses which are a spec : alized field. I believe another subQuality Shoe Repairing
v
stitute
could be offered as an alI y* • *
13 E. 8th Street
ternative, such as interviewing, or
visiting special environments, or
reporting on educational sound
OUT-OF-SEASON
films.
—By Ginny Hemmes
OUT O F THE ORDINARY
88838338883883888888888S
FOODS

Milford Sholund
A

COACH VANDER BUSH: I thn^c
the percentage of students who put
too much time in writing papers is
infinitesimal. They are worthwhile
if one is interested in his subject.
They shouldn't influence the final
grade too much but will help decide
the failure or passing of a poor
student. An "A" student will probably hand in an " A " paper. An
average 2,000-word paper should
not be given too much credit.
I get much more out of writing a
term paper than a book report, because I get the viewpoint of more
men than one on a certain subject.
Term papers should be standardized as to credit given, and should
count about ^4 of final grade.

CHRIS PINDAR: (Freshman) I
don't think that they are worth the
time the student devotes to writing
them for the simple reason that
they aren't read, or else torn in
half and thrown in the waste basket. There is a possibility on the
other hand that the teacher does
read them, but I feel that the stuMILLIE VERMAIRE: (Junior)
dent is in such a rush to accommoI
feel
that term papers are good
date the wishes of the teacher, he
doesn't get anything out of them. from the standpoint that they open
MORRIE LAUG: (Senior) Term new fields of interest to the inpapers are an excellent idea, that dividual, but many times the subis, if the student actually works on jects assigned are not of a suthem as long as he should, and perior quality, and do not offer the
does the proper research. If the individual anything that makes
student puts in only about three him feel that his time has been
days of research and writes a term worthwhile. Another thing is the
paper over night, it should get fact that teachers do not give
credit equivalent to a daily assign- enough credit to term papers, and
ment. Instead of calling them term therefore the individual feels dis-

OLD XEWS PRINTERY

j i f w i :•

PERFECT D I A M O N D S

papers, they should be called research papers.

Phone 7634

Fairbanks-Morse Stokers

Attention

Hope Students!

Have You Ever Tried Our
Economy Fluffed Dry Service at 10c Per Pound?
SAMPLE BUNDLEt 3 thiru, 2 drawer*, 2 undcnhirti, 1 pajama, J pain aocka.
6 handkcrckicft, 1 thect, 3 lowcla, J waak dotha. Average wcifki. 5 pouada—SOc.
NOTE L You may kave any or all of Um aklrta la lUa bundle
u i3 c C M ^
NOTE II. Yea, we do Dry ClMalag, aafe a ad abaolutely odorleaa.

MODEL LAUNDRY, Inc.
97 EAST EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND

Phone 3625

)'
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Kalamazoo Hornets Host

I

I

To Hope College Dutchmen
Tomorrow night at 8:00 P. M.
the Kalamazoo College Hornets will
l e lying in wait for the Hope College cagers in hopes that they can
lake revenge for the 55-46 lacing
they received at the hands of the
Dutch on the Armory floor. On the
other hand the visiting team from
Holland will be out to maintain
their lead in the M.I.A.A. The
Dutch also hop? to keep their winning streak going. They have won
tix straight since losing to Western Michigan on Jan. 14.
The game will prove to be a real
battle, for should the Celery City
boys lose this one, they can count
themselves out of the race for the
M.I.A.A. crown. If the Dutchmen
win the game, however, they will
have cl'.nched at least a share of
the title.
For the Hornets, the starting
lineup will probably have Emrick
and App at forwards. Hope followers will remember Emrick as
the boy who clamped on Don Muldred, allowing him only ten points.
Dob App is the big forward who
was very evident around the backboards till he was removed from
the game on fouls. At center the
Hornets will have high scoring
Wayne Thomson. He poured in
fifteen points against the Hopeites
and has been scoring fifteen to
twenty points consistently. Stanski
and Marlette will complete the
lineup at the guard positions.
Pinky Honess is also sure to see
sen-ice. He was plagued with a
leg injury in the early part of the
season, but seems to be in shape
now. He collected 19 points against
Adrian.
The starting lineup for Hope will
see Van Dis and De Vette at forwards, Buter (Herk, that is) at
center, and Mulder and Scholten at
guards.

Hope Outclasses
Dales by 71-45
Hope began last weekend's double-header with an easy 71-45 victory at Hillsdale. Hillsdale, who
has yet to win an M.I.A.A. contest,
was hopelessly outclassed. T h i s
game ran Hope's conference winning streak to eleven straight.
Hillsdale stuck with Hope's starting five for about ten minutes.
H(.pe then took the lead and steadily increased it. Hope's play was
nothing exceptional, but by halftime she held a safe .'{5-24 lead.
The second half was much like
the first only more so. Coach Hinga
substituted freely during the last
ten minutes. Every member of the
squad saw action.
Hillsdale's only scoring threat
was their center, Edson. He led
both teams with 19 points. Hope's
scoring was evenly distributed
among the starters. Herk Buter
had an unusual night at the free
throw line. He dropped in 9 out
of 11.
Bill Young, star halfback of
Hillsdale's football team, was given
the Randall Bosch»award during
half time". He was.yoted most valuable player in the M.I.A.A.
H O P E (72)
I).- V e t t e . f .
Van I>is. f.
D a l m a n , f.
Buter. Herk. c.
Muter, H a n - , f.
Mulder, n.
Scholten.
Yonker, k.

FG
5
1
1
1
6
3
2

Totals
H I L L S D A L E (43)
Wnlzamooz. f
Perry, f
Lusk, f
Keynoldfl, f
Edson, c
Heimbuck, k. .
Weill, n

27
FG
3
1
1
- 3
7

FT
1
1
0
9
1
3
2
0

TP
11
11
2
17
3
15
8
4

17
FT
3
0
0
0
5
2
1

71
TP
9
2
2
6
19
4
3

—

Totals

-

—17

11

i'.

CITY KITCHEN

W
7
6
4
2
1
0
0-

L
0
2
2
4
6
6

) j
*
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f
f
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Bowling League
G e t s Underway

h

The inter-fraternity b o w l i n g
league got rolling last Friday afternoon. It was organized by the
inter-fraternity athletic council.
The league will bowl at 3:00 P. M.
every Friday. Max Boersma will
be in charge of the league records.
He will keep up all individual and
team averages.
The league is composed of two
five-man teams from each fraternity and two independent teams.
Two of the twelve teams will set
pins each week. This reduces the
price eight cents per line.
Last Friday's games did not have
handicaps. Starting tomorrow there
will be handicaps based on previous
averages. The handicap will amount
to two-thirds of the difference between the averages of the two
teams involved. The handicap will
be added to the score of the poorer
team in each game. The "team
average" is not, strictly speaking,
a "team" average. It is the sum
of the averages of the men bowling
for the team on that particular
By dint of their 44-24 defeat of
Friday. This will prevent "strateArcadian
and 22-16 topping of Cosgic" shifting of players to try to
mo coupled with the defeat of the
gain a handicap advantage.
Independents by the Knicks 43-35,
the Fraters are resting comfortably
in first place of the " A " league of
t h e Inter-Fraternity basketball
Canmo A (3»—214" vh. Cosmo B (0)—1944. program.
Emmie A (3)
2020 vs. Indie. B (0) —1607.
The Independents started out
Arcadinn A (0)
1742 vs. Frater B (3) —
well in the resumption of activity
2044.
Knick B ( 2 ) - 204S vs. Indie A ( 1 ) — 2 0 4 6 . after the change of semesters with
Frater A ( D — 2 3 4 4 vs. Knick A ( 2 ) — 2 8 6 8 .
28-26 win over Cosmo but just
Hi^h t e a m Rame Knick A K34.
didn't have what it takes to beat the
Top Five Mtn
Knicks. For the Knicks it was a
Nam*Team
Series
AVR.
balm
for the defeat they suffered
Huyser, Knick B
514
171
Boersma. Knick A
. 512
171 at the hands of the Emersonians.
Meenjfi, Knick A
...511
170 The score of that one was 36-22.
JalvinK. F r a t e r A
502
16
The remaining two teams in the
Zwemer. F r a t e r A
4K9
163
league performed as follows: Cosmo lost to the Independents and
Frater (both scores above) and
Arcadian lost to Frater (score
above) and to Emmie 28-13.

Bowling Statistics

Girls Teams Begin
Basketball League

The W.A.A. has formed a league
for all girls interested in basketball. The league, headed by Irene
Demian and Phyllis Dietrich, got
well under way last Tuesday night.
It is composed of eight teams
picked from girls who signed up
on lists distributed around the
campus. The teams and co-captains are as follows: Team 1 —
Laura Johnson and Geraldine Uppleger; Team 2 — Vivian Dykema
and Constance Hinga; Team 3 —
Marcella Westerman and Virginia
Hemmes; Team 4 — Phyllis Dietrich and Mary Vande Wege; Team
5 — Isla Vander Heuvel and Irene
Heemstra; Team 6 — Rosalind
Scholten and Irene Demian; Team
7—Thelma Van Leewen and Alida
Kloosterman; Team 8 — Esther Bogart and Glenna Gore.
The games are being played under conventional girls' rules rather
than under modified boys' rules as
is sometimes done. The schedule
call? for seven encounters. Each
team plays every other one once.
BOX S C O R E
W
Team
Team
Team
Team
Team
Team
Team
Team

1
1
1
.1

0
0
0
0

LEAGUE STANDINGS
Own

Frater
Indei>endent
Emmie
Knicka
Cosmo
Arcadian

1
4

L
0
1
2
2
3
0

Pts.
139
1(14
107
117
82
69

Opp.
Pts.
89
107
88
137
90
107

By Koeppe

r

Excuse my head. Koop had such a nice one and got so little use
out of it that I thought I'd use it awhile. I've got some Zeeland scientist working on a new one. Seriously though, I really enjoyed Koop's
column. He certainly knows sports and isn't afraid to voice his opinion.
He disturbed some powers around the campus because often the truth
nurts. His pred ctions were almost always accurate. At the end of
November he said that Hope would not lose more than three basketball
^ames. A rash statement back then.

,

Service

PLATE DINNERS
at Popular Prices

The Tailor

f I
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After the exams had passed and
play had once more begun many
changes were seen. The Independent team, who in the last issue were
in first place, promptly lost two
games and was unceremoniously
dropped back to fourth right behind the onrushing Knicks. It was
in qu'.ck succession that the "Indies" lost first to the Fraters by
the score of 24-21, then to the
Cosmos 26-16.
Fraters while beating the Independents and then taking Emmie
37-28 did not do well enough to
keep Cosmo from slipping into the
lead of the league by a few points.
Cosmo's other game this past week
was with the Arcadians which
ended up 39-18 for the Cosmos.
The Knicks set themselves up as
the third ranking team by beating
Emmie 39-18 and followed this
with a solid trouncing of Arcadian
45-22. The other game of the cellar
dwelling Arcadians was with the
Cosmos; the score of that game
is stated above.

•
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I h i s year it should be between Ilopa and Kalamazoo with Albion
as the dark horse. Kazoo tied Hillsdale in football so they each got
11 points. Hop? took 8 points for third. Hope is well on its way to
12 basketball points. Kazoo and Albion are having quite a battle for
second. If they tie, which is very possible, they will each get 9 points.
This will give Hope and Kazoo 20 points going into spring sports.
Albion follows with 14.

»

»

K
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Kalamazoo lost some stars from last year's tennis squad, but they
should come up with another first place outfit. Hope was second last
year and should repeat. The whole thing boils down to track and golf.
Hope must pick up points on Kazoo in these two sports. Albion took
first in track and third in tennis last year so they'll bear watching.

f
1

f 11

Hope's track team has started training. Coach Vanderbush issued
equipment to some thirty men at a recent meeting. He wants more
out! Last year Hope had good sprinters but fell down in distance runn ng. This year with all the men around I'd like to see Hope have
all kinds of runners. I'd like to see us on top this year or at least
very close to it.
Fraternity basketball is getting interesting. Teams that looked
terrible during the first few games are starting to play ball. During
this drought of home varsity games some of you might drop over and
watch the f r a t s perform. B-League Monday and A-League Wednesday.
By the way, if you want to know how the handicaps are figured in
the new bowling league read the third paragraph of the bowling article.
Hope winds up its out-of-town schedule by playing Kalamazoo
tomorrow and Calvin next Tuesday. Calvin shouldn't be too much
trouble. Hope by about 20 points. The Kazoo game should be a battle
royal. Kazoo will be out for revenge even though they are pretty well
out of the M.I.A.A. running. The game will be f a r from the cleanest
ever played. I think Hope will be on and take them by at least 15
points. In any case I'm going to Kazoo and see for myself.

Dutchmen Defeat Adrian;

LEAGUE STANDINGS

w
Cosmo
Frater
Knicks
Independents
Emmies
Arcadian

Own
Pts.

4
4
2
2
o
0

Opp.
Pts.

11H

De Vette/ Buter Are High

65

Hope completed a very successful
week-end on the other side of the
101
state by whipping Adrian 89-60.
72
The game, however, was tougher
64
than the score indicates. H o p e
\9l/i West 8th Street
B 8 8 S 8 8 e 8 3 8 8 8 8 8 S 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 S S g 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 S 8 S 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 started slowly as usual and had
trouble hitting their shots. After
ten minutes Adrian led 16-15. Hope
settled down and built up a 40-26
lead by the half.
Dealers for Victor. Columbia, Capital and Decca Records
In the first two minutes of the
second half Adrian put in 8 points
and drew within 6 points of Hope.
«888888888Sa8S8S
issssssssssssssssss*
Hope then took complete charge
and went on to ring up her highest
score of the year. Coach Hinga
put in the second string for the
last twelve minutes of the game.
They scored 24 points during this
time.
Adrian had improved consider-ATably since coming to Holland early
in the year. They acquired Hoben,
Own
Opp.
Pts.
Pta.
a big 6-ft. 4-in. center, at the start
21
H
of the new semester. Arbaugh,
19
8
their high scorer, saw almost no
9
6
action in the Holland Armory.
8
6
6
8
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 3 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 Every man on Hope's team scored.
6
9
Buter put in 8 more foul shots to
«
19
make it 17 out of 22 for the week8
21

NICK DYKEMA

M
I

Coach Hinga stole my fire with his little sports talk the other
mominj, but some of this bears repeating. Hope has about as good
2 chance as anyone to win the conference athletic trophy this year.
The M.I.A.A. trophy is based on football, basketball, tennis, track, and
golf. It's important to note that each of these sports is ranked equal.
A first place in any sport gains a team 12 points. Second place wins
10, etc., on down to 2 points for sixth. The trophy has not been
awarded since '41-'42. It went to Alma that year. They took firsts in
both football and basketball. Hope would have won it had there been
an award in '42-'43.

Inter-Frat Competition
Produces Keen Rivalry

GOOD FOOD
Quick

f
fl'
>

Own Oppo.
Pts. Pts.
481
329
414
385
318 268
323 340
284
416
229
322

888888888888888888888888
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M I A A Standings
Hope
Albion
Kalamazoo ..
Alma
Adrian
Hillsdale

127
129

89
93
78
142
147

The latest in Classical and Popular
Phonograph Records.
MEYER MUSIC HOUSE
SELECT YOUR

W I N T E R TOGS

VAUPELL'S MEN'S SHOP

Sweaters - Ski Caps - Corduroy Coats

end. De Vette got over 20 points
for the first time since the Kazoo
game.
This game was Hope's thirteenth
win in fifteen starts. It raised her
offensive average to slightly over
65 points per game. Hope has now
scored 979 points.
H O P E (89)
De V e t t e . f .
Dalman, f
V a n Dia, f .
Buter, H a r v , f
Buter, H e r k , c
Brieve, c
Mulder, tr
Yonker, g .
Scholten, g
Ploejfsma. k
Totals
A D R I A N (CO)
Fox, f

FG
U
3
2
4
7
l
2
1
2
1

FT
2

34

21

FG
3
5

FT
1
4
1
2
3
0
1
2

Poucher, c.

5
0

Champion, r

0

IS

Totals
F r e e t h r o w s ; Hope
Adrian 14 o u t of 28.

—

21

1
5
0
8

1
1
2

0
1

14
out of

These cool nights won't bother you if you
know you can have your midnight
snack in your own room.

LET

WELCOME

For Food Just Right Visit

FLOWERS

HOPEITES

TP
24
7
9
8
22
3

6
4
4
3
89

7

»

14

A..

1
12

f

3
18

»

1

f

4
f
•

60
28;

f

f

D O W N T O W N IGA

i
•v
./

1
I

BE YOUR

f

Conviently located on 8th Street

•

VALENTINE

68 East 8th Street
Just Around the corner at

^88888888888888888888885

College Avenue

Ben Van Lente

Open 7:00 A.M. to 7i00 P.M.

I

All Kinds of

Closed Wednesday at 1:30 P.M. aad

INSURANCE

AU Day Sunday

177 College Avenue

f
f

PEOPLES STATE BANK
wishes for Hope College and The Anchor

*

Ebelink h e r ShopDe Feuw's
Opposite m a t Office

the Success it Merits

P h o i * 9496

8588888888888888888888888888888888888

*

t
f

Electric Shop
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